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Coastal Blend
A versatile, medium-roasted blend of cooees 
with notes of black cherry, milk chocolate and 

pecan. 

Woodland Blend
A dark roast with a smooth body, punchy notes
of cedar and bourbon. Strong flavours with a 

long, smooth finish.

Hillside Blend 
(Decaf)

Made using mountain water processed decaf
cooees. Rich bodied with chocolate notes,
mild acidity and lemon zest, fruity flavours.

Signature Blend
Our new Fairtrade Blend. Baker’s chocolate 

aroma with notes of dried fig and a 
strong crushed walnut body with a soft, 

yet lingering finish.

Available in;
6kg Reusable Tubs (Wholebean Only)
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
50g Sachets (Ground for Filter)

Available in;
6kg Reusable Tubs (Wholebean Only)
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean, Ground & Ground 
for Espresso)

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)

Coffee
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Coastal Blend
A versatile, medium-roasted blend of cooees 
with notes of black cherry, milk chocolate and 

pecan. 

Woodland Blend
A dark roast with a smooth body, punchy notes
of cedar and bourbon. Strong flavours with a 

long, smooth finish.

Hillside Blend 
(Decaf)

Made using mountain water processed decaf
cooees. Rich bodied with chocolate notes,
mild acidity and lemon zest, fruity flavours.

Signature Blend
Our new Fairtrade Blend. Baker’s chocolate 

aroma with notes of dried fig and a 
strong crushed walnut body with a soft, 

yet lingering finish.

Available in;
6kg Reusable Tubs (Wholebean Only)
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
50g Sachets (Ground for Filter)

Available in;
6kg Reusable Tubs (Wholebean Only)
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean, Ground & Ground 
for Espresso)

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean & Ground)
250g Bags (Wholebean & Ground)

Coffee Coffee

Dolce
Cafe Nueva Dolce vending cooee is a beautifully 

smooth and easy drinking Colombian cooee. 
A delicate Dolce taste with a finely balanced acidity.

Forza
Superbly well rounded, this is a full bodied 

rich roast blend that is always popular 
with our customers.

Decaffeinated
This great Cafe Nueva cooee has the usual smooth and 

aromatic flavour without the caoeine. 

Available in;
300g Bags (Freeze-Dried Only)

Available in;
300g Bags (Freeze-Dried Only)

Available in;
300g Bags (Freeze-Dried Only)

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean Only)

Aroma Espresso
A blend of very high quality beans. 

A cooee with a full flavour and aroma. A beautiful 
crema that stays for longer. Intense, aromatic 

with less acidity.

Dolce Crema
Italcaffe Dolce Crema is a delicious blend of 

roasted whole cooee beans, characterized by a sweet, 
rich and full-bodied aroma.

Available in;
1kg Bags (Wholebean Only)
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Tea

Available in;
250 Enveloped Bags
6x25 Enveloped Bags
6x40 Enveloped Bags
4x80 Bags
6x125g Loose Leaf Tea

English Breakfast
A majestic blend, starring full-bodied Assam
and delicate Ceylon for a refreshing finish.

Organic Lemon & Ginger
6x25 Enveloped Bags

Organic Berry Burst
6x25 Enveloped Bags

250 Enveloped Bags

Organic Decaf Tea
6x25 Enveloped Bags

6x40 Enveloped Bags

Organic Peppermint
6x25 Enveloped Bags

Organic Earl Grey
6x25 Enveloped Bags

4x80 Bags

Available in;
440 Bags
1100 Bags
250 Enveloped Bags
6x100 String & Tagged Bags
4x80 Bags

Everyday Tea
A blend of the finest Fairtrade teas grown in

the rich red soils of Africa and the fertile
soils of India, for a full, classic flavour.

Tea
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Organic Chamomile
6x25 Enveloped Bags

Mixed Box of Clipper Teas
6x25 Enveloped Bags

Choose from: Fruit Selection, Green Selection or Fruit & Green Selection

Organic Green Tea
6x25 Enveloped Bags

4x80 Bags

6x125g Loose Leaf Tea

Organic Cranberry
& Raspberry

6x25 Enveloped Bags

Tea

Organic Rooibos
6x25 Enveloped Bags

4x80 Bags

Organic Speciality 
Assam

6x125g Loose Leaf Tea

Organic Green Tea
with Raspberry & Mint

6x25 Enveloped Bags

Organic Green Tea
with Lemon
6x25 Enveloped Bags
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Milfresh Silver
Freeze-dried milk made with 100% dairy 

goodness and used as a complete replacement 
for fresh milk to deliver truly authentic 

Cappuccinos & Lattes.  
Milfresh Silver delivers pure Milfresh taste, 
fat free, all dairy goodness in a lower cost fat free, all dairy goodness in a lower cost 

Granulated Milk Blend.

Oatly Oat Drink
- Barista Edition

This carton of Barista Edition oat drink 
is made from liquid oats, which means it isn’t overly 

sweet or excessively heavy. It is fully foamable, 
putting you in total control over the density and 
performance of your foam so you can showcase performance of your foam so you can showcase 

your latte art skills.

Soya Portions
These ready to use, dairy free soya 

milk substitute portions are ideal for hotel and 
food service businesses. Ideal for vegetarians, 
vegans and people who are lactose intolerant.

So SOYA!
- Barista Edition

So Soya use water and organic soya 
beans only, because no other ingredient is 

needed in a soya drink with a good
protein level.

Semi-Skimmed UHT 
Milk Portions

The Lakeland milk pots are portioned to 
avoid waste when putting milk out in large quantities. 

The Long shelf life on the these Lakeland semi-skimmed 
milk pots means you don't have to worry about 

milk going oo while out of the fridge.milk going oo while out of the fridge.

Available in;
500g Bags (Cases of 10)

Available in;
Box of 120x12ml

Available in;
Box of 80x12ml

Available in;
1 litre (Case of 6)

Available in;
1 litre (Case of 6)

Vending
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Zuma 
Original Chocolate
Zuma Original is a classic hot chocolate. 
It’s a blend of 25% West African cocoa 

and sugar. It's smooth and sweet – 
like a top-quality milk chocolate bar. 

Zuma Dark Chocolate
Dark and smooth with fairness for farmers, 
Zuma's Dark Hot Chocolate is made with 

33% West African cocoa. It is also 100% Fairtrade
 certified which means we can guarantee the farmers and 
workers benefit from fair prices, decent working conditions 

and good terms of trade.and good terms of trade.

Available in;
1kg Bags

Zuma 
White Chocolate

Zuma white hot chocolate is a drink for the real 
connoisseur, it has a high cocoa content and a 

delicious intense cocoa flavour; more of a 
European style. Zuma White Hot chocolate is good 
as cold chocolate too, mix it up with ice on hot days.as cold chocolate too, mix it up with ice on hot days.

Available in;
2kg Tins

Available in;
2kg Tins

Zuma Spiced Chai
An authentic and warming blend 

of black tea extract, ground ginger and cinnamon .
Our vegan approved recipe can be 

enjoyed by anyone looking for a dairy-free, 
lower sugar chai experience.

Available in;
1kg TinsZuma Vanilla Chai

Vanilla Chai takes inspiration from the 
chai of India. It’s a mild blend of black tea 

extract, ginger and cinnamon – with a 
hint of vanilla. You can drink it as tea with hot 

water, or as a chai latte with steamed milk and 
a dusting of cinnamon.a dusting of cinnamon.

Available in;
1kg Tins

Galaxy Instant
Hot Chocolate

What's that? A vegan Galaxy instant hot chocolate 
you say? Yes please! Taste the silky smooth 
chocolate loveliness with added sweeteners. 

Best served with plant-based marshmallows, we think!

Available in;
250g Pot

Vending
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Available in;
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Vending Vending

Milfresh Fairtrade
Vending Chocolate

Milfresh Fair & Ethical is made with rich 
Fairtrade cocoa with a dash of skimmed milk 

for a sublimely indulgent hot chocolate.
High percentage cocoa content with 

ethical credentials. School friendly.ethical credentials. School friendly.

Milfresh ‘Superior’
Vending Chocolate

Milfresh ‘Superior’ is made with rich 
creamy cocoa and a dash of skimmed milk 

for a sublimely indulgent hot chocolate.
Free flowing granules, school friendly, 

perfect for vending machines..perfect for vending machines..

Tate & Lyle
White Sugar Sticks

Catering box of White sugar sticks,, 
made from top quality white cane sugar. 

Tate & Lyle white sugar sticks are ideal for use in 
cooee shops, cafes, restaurants, ooices, homes, & hotels.

Tate & Lyle
Demerara Sugar Sticks

Catering box of Demerara sugar sticks,, 
made from top quality white cane sugar. 

Tate & Lyle demerara sugar sticks are ideal for use in 
cooee shops, cafes, restaurants, ooices, homes, & hotels.

Available in;
1kg Bags
2kg Tins

Cocoa Fantasy 
Chocolate Powder
Delicious creamy hot chocolate powder. 
Skillfully crafted using carefully selected 

cocoa beans, this fabulous new hot chocolate 
powder from Douwe Egberts is a fantastic 

choice for your cooee machine. choice for your cooee machine. 

Available in;
1kg Bags

Available in;
1kg Bags

Available in;
Box of 1000

Available in;
Box of 1000
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Our internationally-acclaimed, premium 
French brand delivers innovative, gourmet

flavour solutions built on a bedrock of more than a century 
of traditional artisanal beverage know-how. 

Having remained a family-owned company since 1912,
 MONIN is now a trusted partner and a brand of choice 

for hospitality professionals in for hospitality professionals in 
more than 150 countries.

Amaretto

Caramel‡

Creme Brulee

Hazelnut

Salted Caramel

‡Sugar Free Option Available.

Other Monin Flavours

Available Upon Request.

Available in:

70cl Bottles (Selected Range Only)

1 litre Bottles (Selected Range Only)

Vending

Honeycomb

Vanilla
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Our unique water refilling 

stations are handmade from 

reclaimed British wood. They 

can be made to measure and 

include striking EcoWater 

branding to help your customers 

see you are helping 

promote refill & reuse, promote refill & reuse, 

this will go a long way in 

reducing the plastic waste 

issue we face globally.

We ooer a wide variety of 

water filling machines to 

suit any need and requirement, 

which can be fully installed and serviced by our qualified 

machine technician team. 

See page 26 for more information on machines.

EcoWater™ 
Refilling Station

Please contact our sales team who can help you
find the perfect refill station for you and your business.

www.ecocooecompany.co.uk | 01202 822243 | sales@ecocooeecompany.co.uk

refill.org.uk

Soft Drinks
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Introducing the newest, sustainable member of the Eco Cooee Company’s 
product range… EcoWater™.
With single-use plastic bottles becoming more and more of a major, global issue 
we needed to combat this. Reducing and Reusing is by far the best option to do 
this. EcoWater™ bottles are made from 100% recycled aluminium and can be 
used over and over again, therefore cutting out the need to purchase multiple 
bottles

• Can be widely recycled across all councils in the UK• Can be widely recycled across all councils in the UK

• 500ml bottles, perfect for on the go

• Aluminium is one of the most recycled materials in the UK and metal recycles 
forever

• Made from 100% recycled aluminium, it creates 95% less Co2 emissions than 
standard aluminium

• Designed to be a genuine solution rather than just a trendsetter

•• Has a fully approved Environmental Package Declaration (EDP) which 
documents the lifecycle environmental impact of the bottle

EcoWater™
Available in;

Cases of 24x500ml
Speak to HQ for bulk ordering

Soft Drinks
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All Whole Earth Drinks Available in Cases of 24x330ml

Speak to HQ for bulk ordering

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

Elderflower

Ginger

Whole Earth is founded on the belief 
that delicious tasting organic and 
100% natural ingredients should 
be available to everyone. 
• Sugar-Free
• Vegan-Friendly
• No added colours/preservatives• No added colours/preservatives
• 100% Natural Fruit
• Completely Organic

Cola

Cranberry

Apple

Lemonade

Orange & Lemon

Soft Drinks
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All Whole Earth Drinks Available in Cases of 24x330ml

Speak to HQ for bulk ordering

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

330ml Can

Elderflower

Ginger
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that delicious tasting organic and 
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Cola

Cranberry

Apple
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Orange & Lemon

Soft Drinks

 Chocolate

Strawberry

Banana

Takeaway Cups & Straws

Available in;
Small (13oz) x100
Large (22oz) x100

Vanilla

GUILT FREE MILKSHAKE HEAVEN…
• Low Fat

• Suitable for Vegetarians
• No artificial colours, sweeteners or preservatives

• Gluten Free

All Shmoo Milkshakes Available in 1.8kg Tubs

Soft Drinks
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Compostable cups are made with a plant-based ‘PLA’ lining and require processing in a 
commercial facility, unfortunately there are very few of these in the UK. This means that the vast 
majority don’t get composted and end up in landfill where it can take up to 30 years to 
decompose.

The Green Cup is made of paper sourced from sustainably managed forests accredited by the The Green Cup is made of paper sourced from sustainably managed forests accredited by the 
Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC). It is coated with a unique water 
based dispersal barrier which bypasses the need for a PE plastic or PLA coating used in most of 
the cups currently available.

The Green Cup features a blend of natural and synthetic polymers, similar to components within 
binding agents in coated papers which means the cup will be able to be widely recycled in the 
same way as cereal boxes and newspapers.

The Green Cup is made from biodegradable paperboard and the water based barrier technology The Green Cup is made from biodegradable paperboard and the water based barrier technology 
means The Green Cup doesn’t harm the environment even in the event it is not disposed of 
properly.

The Green Cup will biodegrade organically in landfill within approximately 180 days.

The Green Cup™ is available in;
7.5oz Cold Cup (Case of 1000)*

8oz Double Wall Cup (Case of 500)
12oz Double Wall Cup (Case of 500)
16oz Double Wall Cup (Case of 500)

8oz Lid (Case of 1000)
12/16oz Lid (Case of 1000)12/16oz Lid (Case of 1000)

*The 7.5oz Cold Cup has been specially designed to be used for 
cold drinks with the ability to be used three times before needing to 
be recycled. This will go a long way to help with sustainable forestry.

Packaging

100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

Recyclable
- These products are 100% recyclable, 
both domestically and commericially

Made from PLA
- These products are made from,
or contain, PLA (Polylactic Acid). A plant 
by-product, with zero carbon footprint)

Compostable
- These products are 100% Compostable
within the correct conditions

Biodegradable
- These products are completely biodegradable,
meaning they will break down organically; 
leaving no negative impact on the environment.

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

4oz espresso cups
Available in;
White (x1000)
Kraft (x1000)

7.5oz Single Wall 
Vending Green Cup
Available in;
Case of 1000

12oz Double Wall
Green Cup
Available in;
Case of 500

16oz Double Wall
Green Cup
Available in;
Case of 500

8oz Double Wall
Green Cup
Available in;
Case of 500

Green Cup Lid
Available in;
8oz (x1000)
12/16oz (x1000)

White Single Wall Cups
Available in;
12oz (x1000)
16oz (x1000)

Bagasse Cup Lid
Available in;
8oz (x1000)
12/16oz (x1000)

4oz Cup Lid
Available in;
4oz (x2000)

Black PLA Cup Lid
Available in;
8oz (x1000)
12/16oz (x1000)

Packaging
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Packaging

100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

96-Series Clear Cold Cups
Available in;
9oz (x1000)
12oz (x1000)
16oz (x1000)
20oz (x1000)

96-Series Lid
Available in;
Flat (x1000)
Domed (x1000)

CE-Marked  ‘Glasses’
Half Pint (x2100)
Pint (x960)

Jumbo 7mm Straw
Available in;
8.25in Clear (x4800)
8.25in Clear, Wrapped (x4800)

Jumbissimo 10mm Straw
Available in;
8.25in Clear (x1920)

Standard 5mm Straw
Available in;
8.25in Green Stripe (x4800)

Bending Blue/White Straws
Available in;
Case (x10,000)
Pack (x100)
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Packaging

100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

96-Series Clear Cold Cups
Available in;
9oz (x1000)
12oz (x1000)
16oz (x1000)
20oz (x1000)

96-Series Lid
Available in;
Flat (x1000)
Domed (x1000)

CE-Marked  ‘Glasses’
Half Pint (x2100)
Pint (x960)
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100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

Disposable Cutlery Kit
(6” Knife, 6” Fork, 6” Spoon & napkin,

wrapped in bio-film)

Available in;
Case of 250

Wooden Cutlery
Available in;
4.5” Teaspoon (x1000)
6.5” Knife (x1000)
6.5” Fork (x1000)
6.5” Spoon (x1000)

Wooden Stirrers
Available in;
Case of 1000

115-Series Lids
Available in;
Flat, No Hole (x500)
Domed, No Hole (x500)

90 Series Gelato Pots
Available in;
4oz (x1000)
6oz (x1000)
8oz (x1000)

115-Series Soup Containers
Available in;
12oz (x500)
16oz (x500)

Tutti Frutti 
Ice Cream Spoons
Available in;
3” (x2000)
*Pack contains multiple colours

Packaging
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100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

Bagasse Plates/Bowls
Available in;
7” Round (x500)
10” Round (x500)
10” Square (x500)
10”x5” Rectangular (x500)
12oz Wide Bowl (x500)12oz Wide Bowl (x500)

Palm Leaf Tableware
Available in;
10” Rectangular Plate (x100)
10” Round Plate (x100)
10” Square Plate (x100)
7” Round Plate (x100)
8” Round Plate (x100)8” Round Plate (x100)
8” Square Plate (x100)

Bagasse Boxes
Available in;

7”x7“ Clamshell (x500)
9”x6“ Clamshell (x500)

9”x6” 2-Compartment Clamshell (x500)

Packaging
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100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
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Packaging

100% SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

BIODEGRADABLE     COMPOSTABLE     RECYCLABLE     REUSABLE

Packaging

2-Ply Unbleached Napkins
Available in;
33cm (x2000)

2-Ply EcoLeaf Toilet Tissue
Available in;
Pack of 9

Compostable J-Cloths
Available in;
Case of 50

2-Ply Centrefeed Roll
Available in;
19.5cm x 150cm (Case of 6)

3-Ply Kitchen Towel 
Available in;
Twin-Pack (x12)

Waste Bags
Available in;
30ltr (x25 per roll)
70ltr (x20 per roll)

Kraft Sandwich Wedge
Available in;
Deep Fill 75mm (x500)
Triple Fill 85mm (x500)

Kraft Bloomer Sandwich Bag
Available in;
Case of 500

Kraft Tortilla/Wrap Carton
Available in;
Case of 500
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Reusable Cups

The world’s first, 100% leakproof reusable cooee cups, 
made from single-use paper cups.

Designed for 10 years use, Circular Reusable Cooee 
Cup is 100% recyclable.

Keeps your drink hot or cold for 60-90 minutes. 
Easy one-hand opening, perfect for life on the go. 

360360 Degree drinking, allowing you to enjoy the full 
cooee aroma.

BPA & melamine free.  
Dishwasher safe.

12oz Circular Cups
Available in;
Black/Blue (x8)
Cream/Green (x8)
Cream/Blue (x8)
Black/Mustard (x8)

12oz NOW Cups
Available in;

Cream/Cosmic Black (x8)
Cream/Caught-Out Coral (x8)

Cream/Happy Mint (x8)

8oz Circular Cups
Available in;
Black/Blue (x8)
Cream/Black (x8)
Cream/Blue (x8)
Black/Pink (x8)
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We also supply a range of water coolers and boilers

At The Eco Coffee Company we can supply and service a wide range 

of coffee machines, suiting many different requirements.

These include;
• Instant

• Bean to Cup

• Fresh Milk Bean to Cup

• Traditional Espresso Machines

• Grinders

These include;
•  Tabletop Water Coolers

•  Floor Standing Water Coolers

•  Drinking Fountains

•  Tabletop Water Boilers

•  Wall-Hanging Water Boilers

Please contact our sales team who can help you
find the perfect machine for you and your business.

www.ecocooecompany.co.uk | 01202 822243 | sales@ecocooeecompany.co.uk
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Point of Sale

Our point of sale is handmade from reclaimed British wood. 
Items can be made to measure with either Eco Cooee™ 

branding, or your own, to show oo to your customers that you’ve made 
the switch to a more sustainable cooee option!

Please speak to our sales team to discuss how we can help promote your switch to 

Eco Cooee™ as part of a full POS design & build package.27
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Please contact our HQ for any enquiries

www.ecocooecompany.co.uk | 01202 822243 | sales@ecocooeecompany.co.uk
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To make sure, as a company, we are as carbon-neutral as possible, 
we aim to minimise our carbon emissions, mainly van miles & deliveries.

Your customer account manager or the team at Eco Cooee HQ will advise 
you when your standard delivery day is.

Please contact HQ for any queries.

Log in online @ www.ecocooeecompany,co.uk
for more information about everything we do, we have planned

and how we can help you become more climate positive.
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